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SEXUAL ADDICTION

Marnie C. Ferree

This chapter focuses on a very difficult issue: sexual addiction. In 
it you will find specific elements and characteristics about this 
unique form of addiction. While most of the chapter focuses on 
the woman who’s come to you for help as the sex addict, help also 
is given for those whose husbands are the addict. As a reminder, 
your purpose is to inform, support, encourage, and refer the woman 
who has placed her trust in you as a leader.
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One of the toughest topics Christian helpers face is sexual addiction. Even 
the name is difficult. It immediately surfaces images and connotations most 
Christians would rather not entertain: a sleazy problem that occurs in smoky 
clubs that proper people avoid; rooms rented by the hour or during stolen 
moments romanticized by prime-time television dramas; the soft clicks of a 
computer mouse in the middle of the night. Sexual addiction is base, is distasteful 
… is sin.

Pervasive stereotypes surround sexual addiction. Like with any stereotype, they 
develop because it widely describes a certain issue. Many of these assumptions 
are true. These pigeon hole descriptions, however, overlook many important 
characterizations about sex addiction, which the Christian helper must under-
stand if she is to be useful to those who struggle with this shameful problem.

Indeed, shame is the most persistent element of sexual addiction. It is a secret 
sin that has been around since biblical times, yet it has been denied, ignored, 
undiagnosed, and untreated for centuries. Those within religious communities 
have been quick to condemn such sin, and rightfully so. But they also have been 
unwilling or unable to understand the sexual sinner and offer her the help she 
so desperately needs. 

The shame associated with sexual mistakes is profound. Sexual sin has typically 
been considered somehow worse than other kinds of sins. When you think of 
King David, the sin of adultery usually comes to mind before his sin of murder. 
The fear of being discovered in sexual sin makes it especially difficult for strug-
glers to ask for help. And when the problem has escalated beyond just a rare or 
occasional slip into the realm of sexual addiction, the shame can be paralyzing.

Ignorance and misunderstanding about the concept of an addiction to sex is 
widespread. Knowledge and research is fairly new. Only in the last 20 years has 
attention been directed toward this area. The whole field is probably at the point 
where alcoholism was 30 or 40 years ago. Then, people viewed alcoholism as 
simply moral failure. Most shamed the alcoholic and told her to “just stop!”  To-
day, though, we understand much more about alcoholism, including the proven 
biological components. Now if someone were to admit to being a recovering 
alcoholic, she would likely be afforded unqualified respect. Even within the 
church, the sober alcoholic would probably receive affirmation for facing the 
problem and turning her life around. Friends would join her in celebrating her 
recovery.

But when someone admits to being a sexual addict, the reaction is quite different: 
“You’re a what?!” The response is usually horror and disgust. Or fear. Some sex 
addicts report people avoided them and kept their children away too. 

“My friends didn’t want me around their daughters,” one male addict said. “I’ve 
never considered being sexual with a child, but they immediately assumed I was 
some kind of pedophile.” 
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One female addict’s church asked her to leave when she revealed she had 
struggled years before with sexual sin. She reported, “I felt like I had leprosy.”

As if the shame of being addicted to sex isn’t bad enough, the stigma of being a 
woman who struggles with this problem is particularly intense. Our culture has 
the attitude that “boys will be boys” or that illicit sexual behavior is “just a male 
thing.” A female who has a sexual addiction is considered especially perverted. 
And a female sex addict who calls herself a Christian? Most helpers simply 
never consider the possibility. It’s too far removed from our notion of women 
as the standard bearers of morality. The ones who are supposed to keep lustful 
males in check.

For a Christian woman to admit she’s struggling with sexual addiction takes 
enormous courage. She must first face herself, which is perhaps the most dif-
ficult step, then she must risk rejection by confessing her secret. The Christian 
helper who is the recipient of her disclosure should recognize this sacred trust. 
It is evidence of both the confessor’s desperation and the esteem she has for her 
confidant. Above all else, this hurting sister needs to be received with the grace 
and compassion of Christ. Remind her that “all have sinned and fall short of the 
glory of God” (Romans 3:23) and that “neither death nor life, nor angels nor 
rulers, nor things present, nor things to come, nor powers, nor height, nor depth, 
nor any other created thing will have the power to separate [her] from the love 
of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord!” (Romans 8:38-39). Before you can 
begin to help with her behavior, you must help her with her shame. Be gentle 
with her fragile spirit.

For every woman who dares to ask for help with sexual addiction, many oth-
ers suffer alone and in hiding. Seventy percent of women keep their cyber ac-
tivities secret. Definitive statistics are difficult to gather, but according to http://
internet-filter-review.toptenreviews.com/internet-pornography-statistics-pg6.html, 
one in three visitors to pornographic websites is a woman. Seventeen percent 
struggle with pornography addiction—so much so that 13 percent of women 
admit to accessing pornography at work. Also, women, far more than men, are 
likely to act out their behaviors in real life, such as having multiple partners, 
casual sex, or affairs.
 
In fall 2012, a number of colleagues and I also published a treatment manual 
for clinicians who work with female sex and love addicts, and part of that pro-
cess was a small survey of women. We used SurveyMonkey to post a “Women’s 
Sexuality Survey,” and out of 491 responses, 261 women identified themselves 
as sex or love addicts. That number is skewed because we encouraged clinicians 
working in the field to ask their clients to participate, but it does validate the 
prevailing view that women continue to struggle with sexual addiction, espe-
cially online pornography and other forms of acting out, in increasing numbers. 
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Despite their surprising numbers, very few women seek help for sexual 
addiction. Only about 20 percent of those who seek help are women. By offer-
ing compassionate, knowledgeable aid, Christian helpers can encourage other 
women to come out of the shadows and begin a journey toward healing.

Definition of Addiction
Exactly what does it mean to be addicted to sex? First, there’s no question that 
all who engage in illicit sexual activities, including viewing pornography, com-
mit sin in the eyes of God. The biblical standards of sexual purity are clear, no 
matter how much our sexually saturated society ignores those principles. Sexual 
activity outside of marriage is contrary to God’s plan. And adultery is more than 
having intercourse with a partner other than one’s spouse. The one-flesh union 
between husband and wife is more exclusive than just physical acts between 
human beings. Sexual fidelity includes purity of heart, which is automatically 
violated by using pornography, connecting through Internet relationships, and 
engaging in all other forms of sexual lust.

When does a woman cross the line from engaging in sexual sin to being 
addicted? This question is like asking, “How many drinks does it take to be an 
alcoholic?” No distinct point marks the line between sin and addiction. For most 
people, that progression can only be clearly seen in hindsight. However, some 
clear characteristics define an addiction.

Most people who specialize in treating addiction ascribe to the disease model 
of understanding the process. Don’t be sidetracked by arguments over whether 
addiction is a disease or sin. Of course it is sinful behavior, but it is behavior that 
follows the course of a disease process. Viewing the addictive process through 
the lens of the disease model helps us to understand and treat the problem. 

A classic definition of an addiction is to have a pathological relationship with 
a mood-altering substance or behavior. Pathological means diseased—some-
thing that’s unhealthy. The concept of relationship is important, because addic-
tive behavior is more than just rare or occasional. It’s an ongoing relationship 
with something unhealthy. This pattern of behavior is a key distinction between 
“mere” sexual sin and sexual addiction. Addiction is an ongoing pattern, not an 
isolated event. Then the final part of the definition is “mood altering,” which 
means that the substance or behavior is used as a way of purposely altering how 
you feel.

This disease paradigm helps us understand four key elements of addiction:

1. Compulsive
An addict keeps doing what she doesn’t want to do, despite her best efforts to 
stop. The apostle Paul describes this condition: “I do not understand what I 
am doing, because I do not practice what I want to do, but I do what I hate” 
(Romans 7:15). Compulsivity is a hallmark characteristic of addiction.

 Sexual Addiction 
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2. Obsessive
An addict constantly has sex on her mind. Sexual activity—whether doing it, 
hiding it, or feeling shame about it—is the organizing factor of the addict’s life. 
Everything else is a lower priority. The addiction becomes the addict’s god.

3. Continues despite negative consequences
Someone who is addicted doesn’t “learn” from her mistakes, but instead, she 
keeps doing things that clearly get her into trouble. This describes the woman 
who has been confronted by her boss for pornographic Internet sites found on 
her computer, yet she doesn’t stop surfing the Web inappropriately at work. This 
behavior is often the one most perplexing to an addict’s loved ones, especially 
in the early stages after they become aware of a problem. At first, people may 
rationalize that the addict made a mistake during a weak moment. When she 
repeatedly makes the same “mistake,” others wonder why she doesn’t “get it” and 
stop doing ridiculous things.

4. Tolerance
This concept is widely understood when it comes to substances, but many people 
don’t understand that behaviors can create neurochemical tolerance, as well. For 
the sexually addicted woman, like for all addicts, acting out her behavior is never 
enough. She’ll always want more, either of the same activity or of escalating 
activities. She’ll need more and more to feel the “high” she seeks.

To call sexual addiction a sickness does not in any way relieve an individual of 
personal responsibility for her sin. This disease model is not an excuse or loop-
hole that gets the addict off the hook. She must still confess her sin, repent, and 
turn away from her illicit behavior. Viewing addiction as a sickness, however, 
does explain the complicated nature of the problem. The factors outlined above 
are why an addicted woman can’t “just stop” her sinful behavior. Like treating 
any other serious disease, the addict must use multi-faceted means to address 
her problem. In addition to dealing with her spiritual issues, the person must 
also seek help for the physical, mental, and emotional aspects of her addiction.

Christian helpers need to understand the disease model of addiction to avoid 
simplistic answers to complex questions. A key mistake is to encourage an 
addict to tackle her problem simply through religious practices. When you insist 
that a woman pray more or take part in a Bible study or do something similar 
as the solution to her behavior, you actually increase her shame. Female ad-
dicts who are Christian have almost always already done these things—usually 
repeatedly—before they finally ask someone for help. If these tactics alone 
would help, the woman would already have stopped acting out. Addressing the 
problem through only religious solutions only is incomplete. 

Prayer, Bible study, church attendance, and repentance are key to Christian 
growth. These powerful acts of faith and commitment are key in a Christian’s 
life and key to sobriety and serenity. But these steps alone are not what gets an 
addict sober. The best way leaders can guide women who are sexually addicted is 
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to encourage them toward complete approaches that have been proven to help. 
But first, the problem has to be identified accurately. What does sexual addic-
tion look like in women?

Presentations of Sexual Addiction
Often women experience great difficulty in identifying themselves as being sex-
ually addicted. In addition to the denial factor and the shame of accepting that 
label, there’s confusion about the nature of sex addiction. Part of the problem is 
the belief that this addiction is about sex. In fact, it’s not about sex at all. 

A Christian woman, married with young children and a teacher in a private 
Christian school, explains this truth best:

“Why is this called ‘sex addiction’? I hate that label! It’s not about the sex! Sex is 
just what I have to give to get what I really want, which is love, and touch, and 
nurture, and assurance I’m OK.” 

Some sexually addicted women don’t even enjoy the sexual experiences. They 
either tolerate or endure the sex because of the larger payoff: the connection—
however false and temporary—or the medication of emotional pain.

Women also can fail to understand the myriad faces of sexual addiction, which 
makes it difficult to identify. It’s helpful to consider “sex addiction” more of an 
umbrella term that covers a wide range of behaviors. In a similar way we use 
“alcoholism” whether the drink of choice is wine, whiskey, or champagne. While 
there are differences in forms of acting out, they all have the same roots and 
involve the same dynamics.

Most Christian women shrink from the “sex addict” label and prefer to think of 
themselves as “love” or “relationship” addicts. It’s best not to argue with someone 
about the label. Simply focus on the presenting problem. The woman asking for 
help is already ashamed and defensive, and in the long run, the label isn’t important.

Self-Test
A helpful tool for pinpointing sexual addiction in women is a simple self test. 
This isn’t a clinical, foolproof instrument, but it’s a good starting point. It’s adapt-
ed from two primary sources: the self test used by the 12-Step group Sexaholics 
Anonymous and the Women’s Sexual Addiction Screening Test, which was de-
veloped by Sharon O’Hara and Patrick Carnes.

If a woman has come to you for guidance with a perceived sexual addiction 
problem, give her this test to take. She can either take it while in the office 
with you or take it at home. Either place, allow her time to process through the 
questions honestly.

 Sexual Addiction 
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Women’s Self -Test for Sexual/Relationship Addiction

 1.  Have you ever thought you needed outside help for your sexual behavior 
or thinking?

 2.  Have you tried to stop or limit what you felt was wrong in your sexual or 
relationship behavior?

 3. Do you use sex to escape, relieve anxiety, or as a coping mechanism?

 4. Do you feel guilt, remorse, or depression afterward?

 5.  Has your pursuit of either sex or a particular relationship become 
more compulsive?

 6. Does it interfere with relations with your spouse?

 7.  Do you have to resort to fantasies or memories during sex in order to be 
aroused or satisfied?

 8. Do you keep going from one relationship or lover to another?

 9.  Do you feel the right person would help you stop lusting, masturbating, or 
being so promiscuous?

10.  Do you have a destructive need—a desperate sexual or emotional need for 
someone?

11.  Does the pursuit of sex or a relationship make you careless for yourself or the 
welfare of your family or others?

12.  Has your effectiveness or concentration decreased as sex or a relationship 
has become more compulsive?

13.  Have you experienced negative consequences as a result of your sexual or 
relational behavior?

14. Are you depressed? 

15. Were you sexually abused as a child or adolescent?

If a woman answers “yes” to even a few of questions 1-13, she is likely sexually 
addicted. The fact that she’s asking for help means she’s concerned about her 
behavior and is willing to at least look at this issue. Remind her that admitting 
the problem is the first step toward solving it.
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Brief descriptions of the main presentations of sex addiction in women are 
as follows.

Relationship Addict
In general, females’ sexual addiction is more relational than males’. Acting out 
usually involves another person. Certainly, not every woman who is promiscu-
ous is a sex addict, but a pattern of promiscuity or affairs can be a sign of ad-
diction (or potential addiction). This type is repeatedly involved in affairs or 
multiple relationships, whether she’s married or single. These relationships are 
sometimes serial (happening in rapid sequence, one right after the other), or 
sometimes they are even simultaneous. Unfortunately, our culture portrays this 
behavior as normal, especially for a single woman.

Romance Addict
Some women are more interested in the “chase” and intrigue of “falling in love” 
than they are in the relationship itself. These women are often called romance 
addicts. They’re hooked by the seduction and excitement of pursuing or being 
pursued. After they realize they’ve succeeded in snaring their intended, they 
quickly lose interest. They’re unable to sustain a relationship over time. Our 
mothers’ generation called these girls “boy crazy,” which is an apt description.

Fantasy Addict
The fantasy addict is very similar. Her relationships, though, exist primarily only 
in her mind. She can create elaborate fantasies about someone. It doesn’t matter 
if she knows him well, barely, or not at all. The important thing is the fantasy, not 
reality. She falls in love with the guy next to her at the stoplight or the man she 
passes in a store. She obsesses about a man she knows and becomes convinced 
his normal courtesies toward her are a sign of his undying affection. Many Chris-
tian women don’t recognize themselves as fantasy addicts. They don’t masturbate, 
much less act out with another person, so they never consider they have a prob-
lem. But they escape through fantasy and prefer illusion to reality. 

Pornography or Cybersex Addict
More and more women are becoming addicted to pornography and cybersex. 
They’re primarily younger women who’ve grown up in the media-saturated 
culture. Often they are as reactive to visual stimuli as males typically are.

The main reason for the increase in female pornography addicts is the explosion 
of the Internet, which has opened a vast new domain for pornography. Key 
researchers describe the Internet as the crack cocaine of sex addiction because 
of its “Triple A Engine” of accessibility, affordability, and anonymity. Most 
women are drawn to the relational aspects of Internet pornography. They get 
involved in chat rooms and connect with someone online, instead of merely 
viewing pornography. These women develop intense online relationships, 
which usually escalate to cybersex or phone sex. Others, however, prefer the 
visual pornography, whether it depicts opposite-sex or same-sex activity. These  

 Sexual Addiction 
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women are usually especially embarrassed, because they think their behavior is 
uncharacteristic for females.

Masturbation
Masturbation is almost always in the picture of sex via the Internet. 
Self-stimulation is a huge part of cybersex, where the partners aren’t physically 
in the same location. Even without pornography, though, female addicts com-
monly engage in masturbation. Sometimes this can be a result of molestation 
they experienced, as they were prematurely introduced to sexual responses. Oth-
er times women discover masturbation innocently during childhood as a part of 
normal, developmentally appropriate self-exploration. In either case, if a woman 
chooses to masturbate habitually, it can become an addiction when used to alter 
mood in an unhealthy way.

Exhibitionism
Through the popularization of provocative clothing, today’s culture condones 
female exhibitionism to the point that many women, including Christians, don’t 
give a second thought to showing off their bodies. They simply believe they’re 
being fashionable. Some women, though, exhibit themselves as a part of their 
sexual addiction. While females rarely expose themselves in the way male “flash-
ers” do, they still can exhibit themselves in ways specifically intended to arouse 
lust. Much like the romance addict, some of these women become addicted to 
the rush of being seen and desired.

Addict Who Sells or Trades Sex
Selling or trading sex is another form of sex addiction in females, and this 
description doesn’t just apply to prostitutes. Many female addicts will trade 
sexual activity for other favors, like expensive gifts or a lavish lifestyle. People 
often assume that if a male pays for a date, the female rewards him with sexual 
activity. Because of the dependency of some women, they may feel they have no 
choice or that they aren’t worth a man’s attention if they’re not sexual with him. 
A pattern of this “payback” behavior may indicate an addiction.

Stereotypical “Male” Sex Addict
This type of addict most closely conforms to the typecast male patterns of acting 
out. She has multiple partners independent of any kind of relationship. This 
woman is sexual with men she doesn’t know or just met, like someone she picks 
up in a bar or some other social setting. Using alcohol or drugs is often part of 
the picture. This female addict may visit strip clubs or gay bars where sexual 
activity is rampant.

Cycle of Addiction
Regardless of the form of her acting out, every addict follows a predictable path 
of behavior. This cycle of addiction was identified by Dr. Patrick Carnes, who is 
the leading authority on sexual addiction. This cycle sheds light on a key reason 
women are unable to stop sinful and addictive behavior.
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Destructive Consequences
Sex addicts experience a four-stage progression in each addictive episode: pre-
occupation, ritual, acting out, and despair. Understanding and breaking this 
powerful, but predictable, cycle is essential for recovery. Following is a graphic 
of the cycle of addiction.

Rituals

Preoccupation/Fantasy

Acting Out

Shame

(From Family and Culture)
Wounds

Despair

 

Carnes Cycle of Addiction
At the top of the cycle is wounds and next is shame. A later section discusses 
addicts’ woundedness and the resulting shame, which is the driving force behind 
the addiction. The focus here is the observable way addicts medicate their 
internal pain.

Preoccupation
The beginning point is preoccupation, which is also sometimes referred to as 
fantasy. It’s simply the starting place where a woman begins to think about 
one of two things: either how rotten she feels (emotionally) and/or how she 
knows she can feel better. The possibilities begin to run through her mind, and 
she rationalizes what she’s considering. Preoccupation is her gateway into the 
process of changing her mood.

 Sexual Addiction 
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Ritual
Engaging in a variety of rituals moves the addict from the preoccupation/ 
fantasy stage to the point of acting out. Rituals are as varied as individuals and 
their own ways of acting out. Some rituals are short, such as a masturbation ritual 
or one that leads to pornography. Others are longer, such as those that “groom” 
a potential partner for an affair. They may be blatant or subtle, conscious or  
unconscious. For many women these rituals of attire, makeup, eye contact, 
movement, and interaction are so subtle they may be overlooked. 

“I thought flirting and being touchy-feely was just part of my personality,” Kay 
observed. “I never realized those kinds of things or going out for coffee with 
men were part of my rituals.”

Acting Out
Through the use of rituals, it’s an easy progression to the point of acting out. In 
this phase of the addiction cycle the woman acts out either with herself, through 
masturbation, or crosses the “flesh line” to act out with another person. Often, 
it’s only at the point of acting out that a woman realizes she has a problem. 
She can identify that it’s wrong to masturbate to pornography or have an affair, 
for example. She views the specific behavior(s) as the problem, but she lacks 
understanding about what led up to the acting out. She thinks she’s once again 
“fallen” into sexual sin.

Despair
Understandably, despair is the last stop in the sexual addiction cycle. Of course 
the woman feels despair at what she’s done. She’s acted out again, despite her 
best intentions. She has broken her promises to herself and to God, and she’s 
overcome with shame. Perhaps she begs God for forgiveness (again) and vows 
to change her ways. Part of her, however—a deeply secret and hidden part—
knows that she won’t be successful. Then, as crazy as it sounds, the best way to 
medicate the pain and shame from acting out is to get lost in yet another round 
of sexual activity. During the moments of ritual and acting out, the pain can be 
silenced, or at least, ignored. It’s a self-perpetuating cycle.

Consequences
Addictive behavior always exacts a price. Impaired productivity at home 
or at work, emotional distance in relationships, neglect of responsibilities or  
children, and certainly shame. For the female sex addict, the price can be much 
higher. One study found that 80 percent of women who engaged in sexual chat 
rooms went on to meet in person the partners they had connected with on-
line. The associated risk is enormous: dangerous situations, exploitation, sexu-
ally transmitted disease. Even if their behavior doesn’t escalate into crossing the 
flesh line, women who spend hours online don’t have time or energy for healthy 
pursuits. Their view of relationships and healthy sexual activity becomes skewed 
in the heightened (false) environment of the Internet.
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What Drives Sexual Addiction
“Sexual addiction” is actually a misnomer, because this problem isn’t about sex at 
all. It’s about a longing for acceptance, affirmation, and self-worth—the desperate 
search for love and touch and nurture and belonging. Those are descriptions of 
intimacy. They’re legitimate needs, but many women don’t know how to meet 
them in healthy ways. Sex becomes a false solution to valid needs and longings. 
It’s a substitution of sexual behavior for the authentic connection of genuine 
intimacy. Sexual addiction is actually an intimacy disorder, an impairment of 
a woman’s ability to connect with herself, much less with another person in a 
healthy way. 

So what happened that created this breach of intimacy? Why do so few 
women—indeed, people in general—not know how to be truly “present” with 
themselves and with others? The answer is complex, but understanding it is 
crucial if a leader is to be helpful to a woman struggling with sexual addiction.

Family Dynamics
The roots of sex addiction are found in certain unhealthy family dynamics and 
in our sex-saturated culture. Exploring an addict’s family history is not about 
blame. The objective is to achieve understanding, not to blame or bash someone’s 
parents. Though insight alone isn’t necessarily enough to prompt a change in be-
havior, it’s more difficult to make lasting changes without understanding why 
we do what we do and where our faulty thinking originated. Changing our 
thinking and our belief system, which obviously is rooted in what we learned 
in our families, lends fuel to our resolve to change our actions. A change in 
thinking will also help spawn a change in our feelings.

Families fall somewhere along the continuum of nearly perfect to truly aw-
ful. Most parents do the best job they can. They, too, are products of their own 
families, where they may not have learned the tools for intimacy. In varying 
ways and degrees, most families are flawed in certain key ways that contribute 
to unhealthy coping strategies, including addiction.

Rules
A first area is a problem with family rules. These are standards of behavior and 
relating that are understood, but rarely spoken. Four key rules characterize many 
families: (1) don’t talk, (2) don’t feel, (3) deny or minimize, and (4) blame. This 
environment doesn’t allow for healthy communication, where it’s acceptable to 
talk about tough topics, or to feel any of a wide range of emotions. Family 
members learn to “stuff ” their feelings and avoid potentially uncomfortable 
subjects. Instead of acknowledging problems and dealing with them head on, 
the family denies that anything is wrong or, at least, that it’s very bad. People 
blame someone or something else for problems rather than accepting person-
al responsibility. A young woman doesn’t learn how to handle life’s difficult 
situations and gets used to deadening her feelings in this kind of environment. 
It’s easy to ignore problems or dodge responsibility by blaming someone else.

 Sexual Addiction 
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Roles
Some families also set up certain roles for members to play. Examples include 
the heroine, the clown, the doer, the peacemaker, the scapegoat, or the lost child. 
People get locked into playing one or more roles where they’re expected to take 
care of things or distract the family from its problems or stay out of the way. 
These roles add predictability and stability to family relations, as well as provide 
a foundational system that supports the family rules. They also become a mask 
that a woman learns to wear, which keeps her from knowing her real self. When 
people are only allowed to act or relate in a certain way, they’re unprepared when 
those tactics don’t work in other circumstances.

Boundaries 
A third main problem in many families is boundary issues. Sometimes 
boundaries are too rigid, which means conflict isn’t allowed, nor is independent 
thinking. Family members aren’t nurtured in healthy ways. The opposite 
problem is boundaries that are too loose, which describes an environment where 
there’s little guidance or even abuse. When a woman grows up with bound-
ary problems, she doesn’t learn to create healthy boundaries of her own, which 
leaves her vulnerable to those who might trample over her, or leaves her starved 
for nurture and affection. Either way, she’s at risk to take part in unhealthy 
sexual behavior.

Other Problems
Many families also suffer from other problems, like some form of addiction, 
mental illness, violence, divorce, or other issues that drain energy from healthy 
family functioning. Love often feels conditional, based on performance instead 
of relationship. When combined, all these dynamics prevent the kind of con-
nection, nurture, and safety that God intended to exist in families. Children 
don’t learn to deal directly with issues, to be in touch with their feelings, or 
to ask for help. Instead, they learn to navigate life with a boatload of coping 
skills—like emotional distance, rage, performing, being dependent, drinking too 
much, working too much, or acting out sexually.

Culture’s Contribution
Unfortunately today’s society only makes matters worse. Americans value 
achievement at any cost, wealth, status, and beauty. Values, commitment, honesty, 
and integrity often take second place. Quite obviously, society esteems sex as a 
very important commodity. Sex is used to sell everything from cars to deodor-
ant, and personal attractiveness is used as a measure of someone’s worth. For ex-
ample, females compare their bodies to magazine cover girls and see themselves 
as inferior. Or they learn to flaunt their sexuality to manipulate or otherwise get 
what they want. Popular media represent sex as another form of recreation or 
as the measure of a relationship. It’s easy, then, for women to be deceived into 
believing that sex equals love.
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Trauma from Abuse
The majority of female sex-addicts have also suffered specific instances of abuse. 
In groundbreaking research conducted in the late 1980s, Patrick Carnes found 
that astonishing numbers of adult sex addicts were overtly abused in some 
way. He found that 81 percent of adult sex addicts had been sexually abused, 
72 percent had been physically abused, and 97 percent had been emotionally 
abused. These experiences of abuse are another key way women are “prepared” 
for later addictive behavior.

Physical abuse teaches a woman the world isn’t safe, so she may look for some-
one to protect her, who does so at the price of a sexual relationship. Emotional 
abuse cuts into a woman’s self-esteem, so she may be willing to do anything for 
someone’s affirmation and “love.” 

Sexual abuse, particularly, is a huge precursor to long-term problems with 
sexuality and relationships. Like nothing else, sexual trauma creates confusion 
about the relationship between sex and love, especially since most perpetrators 
of sexual abuse are someone known and trusted by the victim. Many have the 
mistaken conception that being sexually abused means being dragged off the 
playground by a stranger in a trench coat (always a male) and brutally raped. 
Sexual abuse involves many more categories than intercourse. A simple defini-
tion is that sexual abuse is when a child of any age (that includes adolescents, 
who are old enough to “know better”) is sexually exploited by an adult for that 
adult’s own purpose or gratification. Inappropriate touching or kissing, there-
fore, also constitutes sexual abuse.

Trauma of Abandonment
While astounding numbers of sexual addicts are the victims of invasion trauma, 
not every one suffered in that way. But all sex addicts are survivors of abandon-
ment trauma. A full 100 percent of those who struggle with sexual addiction, 
both male and female, experienced some form of abandonment. In many ways, 
the effects of abandonment are more profound than the consequences of abuse. 
The wounds are deeper, more hidden, and more difficult to heal. Abandonment 
is the greatest hindrance to intimacy. Some parents lack the skills to nurture a 
child emotionally. Mom or Dad (or both) may be emotionally unavailable, even 
though they’re physically at hand. Beth Moore refers to a parent’s failure to 
nurture as “a hand withheld,” which is a powerful and apt description.

After experiencing neglect in nurturing, it’s no wonder a female sex addict seeks 
out partners who will stroke her and affirm her, including sexually.

Many women today experience sexual abandonment, which is an odd idea in 
light of our sexually saturated culture. Realistically, though, many females aren’t 
taught specifically about healthy sexuality and relationships. When parents 
don’t impart knowledge and healthy messages about sex, and when the church 
is silent (other than preaching against sinful expressions of sexuality), children 
turn to culture—and, perhaps, to pornography—to get their information and 
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satisfy their curiosity. It’s just another setup for sexually addictive behavior. 
Another part of the intimacy disorder that is sexual addiction.

Core Beliefs
A woman’s experiences in her family of origin, especially her trauma experiences, 
program her behavior in influential ways. But trauma also profoundly affects her 
thinking. Again, without conscious awareness, thought patterns and belief sys-
tems are shaped by childhood events. Dr. Patrick Carnes first outlined the four 
core beliefs of all addicts.

Core Belief 1: “I am a bad, unworthy person.”
This sense of personal badness is called shame, which is the belief that “I am 
someone bad, rather than I have done something bad.” Our feelings about our 
behavior are called guilt. Our negative feelings about ourselves are called shame. 
Guilt is about performance; shame is about personhood. When a child experi-
ences abuse or abandonment, her only way of making sense of what happened 
is to blame herself. A child lacks the mental capacity to assign culpability to 
another person. It’s unthinkable for a child to believe her parents may be at fault 
for her abuse. She’s totally dependent on her parents to provide her every need. 
To imagine that the ones who are supposed to care for her—the ones her very 
life depends on—may be harming her is simply too scary. The only alternative is 
that she must be to blame. It must be her fault. Because of her shame, a woman 
may not believe she deserves to receive healing. She may not pursue it or even 
let others attempt to help her.

Core Belief 2: “No one would love me as I am.”
Trauma creates a shameful sense of being defective. It also spawns the false 
belief that we are unlovable. How could anyone love a person who’s so fundamentally 
flawed? she thinks. The trauma survivor believes that if people really knew her, 
they wouldn’t like her. Worse than that, they would probably leave. As an adult, 
a woman knows the ways she’s coped with the trauma of her childhood. She 
knows the substances and behaviors she’s used to medicate her pain or to find 
some morsel of affirmation. These activities are her deepest secrets, and she’s 
especially convinced that if others knew this “real” her, they would never love 
her. Of course, then, she will guard her hidden parts carefully, because she be-
lieves it’s too dangerous to let the secret out. 

Core Belief 3: “No one will meet my needs.”
If as a child a woman’s most basic needs for time, attention, affection, and nurture 
aren’t met—to say nothing of her physical needs for survival and safety—she 
fails to develop a sense of the world as a safe place. When our needs are ignored, 
or worse, we’re punished for having them, we come to believe that no one will 
meet our needs. She concludes that it’s up to her to get what she needs, however 
she can get it. Often those forms of meeting our own needs are far from healthy.
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Core Belief 4: “Sex or a relationship is my most important need.”
God created us for relationship. He made us relational beings, intended for 
intimacy with other human beings, as well as with Him. When this legitimate 
need isn’t met (to the extent possible) by our earthly parents, it becomes all 
consuming. Because of the tragedy of the sexual abuse most addicts have 
experienced, this God-given need for relationship is often perverted into a need 
for sex. If the only connected relationship a woman feels is a sexual one, they get 
merged in her belief system. Or if she must give sex in order to get “love,” the 
same thing happens. It’s a trade-off she’s willing to make.

Addiction as Coping
Referring back to the graphic, notice that the beginning point of the cycle of 
addiction is family wounds and next is shame. Addiction is one of the primary 
ways humans cope with trauma. To recover from inappropriate sexual behavior 
it’s vital to understand and counteract these false beliefs. A woman must literally 
“be renewed by the transformation of her mind” (Romans 12:2).

Recovery from Sexual Addiction
Jesus offered living water to the woman at the well ( John 4:1-26) and grace to 
the woman caught in adultery ( John 8:2-11). Similar hope and healing is avail-
able to the sexually addicted woman today. Recovery from sexual addiction is a 
daily, intentional process that brings freedom from the snare of sexual sin.

The journey begins when a woman answers the question Jesus asked the man 
lying at the pool of Bethesda: “Do you want to get well?” ( John 5:6). For many 
female addicts, the answer is mixed. A part of her does want to get well. She’s 
in so much pain knows that her life is unmanageable. In Twelve Step recovery 
language, she’s gotten “sick and tired of being sick and tired.” But other parts of 
her hesitates. Does she really want to be “well”? What would it mean to give up 
her addiction?

The Christian helper nourishes the addict’s desire to get well by responding 
to her with grace and gentleness. Coax out her vision for a different life and 
remind her to stay focused on that picture. Challenge her to take baby steps and 
to keep going despite her failures. Instead of scolding her about the effects of 
her addiction, motivate her with firm reassurance about her value as a child of 
God. Be her biggest cheerleader.

The First Step: Powerlessness
The journey of recovery begins with an admission of powerlessness over the 
disease of sexual addiction. Without that acknowledgement, healing will be 
impossible. Like many other biblical principles, this one involves a great para-
dox. Salvation comes only through surrender. Only through admitting she is 
powerless over her sexual addiction can she begin to regain any control of her 
thoughts and behavior. The White Book of Sexaholics Anonymous (SA), a  
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12-Step fellowship for sexual addiction, describes it this way: “The crucial 
change in attitude began when we admitted we were powerless, that our habit 
had us whipped” (p. 204).

Step One of the Twelve Steps, first formulated by Alcoholics Anonymous, 
emphasizes this idea: “We admitted we were powerless over alcohol and that 
our lives had become unmanageable.” The Twelve Steps as adapted by the sex 
addiction fellowships say powerless over “sex” or “lust.” As odd as it may sound, 
there’s relief in giving up and admitting defeat in dealing with the addiction on 
her own. 

Like all of recovery, though, this admission of powerlessness is a process, not an 
event. While there’s almost always a single moment when the addict admits her 
life is unmanageable and out of control, that instance is only the beginning of a 
true acknowledgement of powerlessness. For most addicts, there’s a process of 
deepening awareness. Allow the woman seeking help to make this discovery in 
God’s timing.

Surrender
After admitting powerlessness, the next steps begin the plan for recovery. Steps 
Two and Three outline the process of surrender:

Step Two: “Came to believe that a power greater than ourselves 
could restore us to sanity.” 

Step Three: “Made a decision to turn our will and our life over to 
the care of God as we understood God.” 

Step Two asserts that God is the source of help for overcoming addiction. For 
many women, even those who consider themselves Christian, taking this step is 
more difficult than it may seem. Because of their spiritual woundedness, it’s 
difficult for an addict to trust God to meet her needs. A leader can best help by 
allowing the woman to talk honestly about her negativity toward God. She needs 
acceptance for her struggles of faith as much as her struggles with addiction.

Step Three calls for an addict to decide to turn her will and life over to God’s 
care and guidance. This decision to surrender is the crucial act. The success of 
her recovery program hinges on her actions of surrender. It’s the point where 
she “let go and let God.” Surrender, though, is also an ongoing process. It’s never 
“done.” Innumerable times, in ways both large and small, an addict must admit 
her powerlessness, acknowledge God’s power, and surrender to His will for her 
life. These first three Steps form the foundation of a journey of healing.
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Sobriety
Just as recovering alcoholics talk about becoming sober from alcohol, sexual 
addicts must abstain from all acting-out behaviors. Sexual sobriety begins when 
the addict eliminates all sexual activity. That means no masturbation or sexual 
involvement of any kind, including pornography or cybersex. For the addict 
whose acting out involves relationship or romance addiction, sobriety would 
include not being involved in any relationships. A total time-out from sexual 
and relational involvements is the beginning task of recovery. For the married 
addict this time-out would obviously include any extra-marital relationships, 
even those that are “only” emotional affairs. For the single addict that objective 
would include no casual dating for a period of time.

Community
So how does a woman achieve sobriety, whether she’s married or single? The an-
swer is deceptively simple: she heals from her intimacy disorder. The solution for 
her addictive behavior is to find healthy connection. As simple as that prescrip-
tion may sound, it’s extremely difficult for sex addicts to do. They’re intimacy 
disordered, after all. The very thing that will help addicts heal is one of their 
greatest fears, because being known risks rejection and abandonment. Almost 
certainly, a woman coming for help will want to talk with a female leader and no 
one else. It’s vital that a helper insists she invites others into her recovery circle. 
No one can recover in isolation. No sex addict can heal by herself, or even with 
the help of a Christian leader or therapist. Some may stop acting out for a time, 
but it’s impossible to recover from an intimacy disorder without practicing in-
timacy. Being in healthy fellowship with safe people provides the accountability 
and support all addicts need. 

One of the first challenges of recovery is to find emotional safety that allows an 
addict to risk vulnerability. Ideally, that kind of a safe place exists in the church. 
Sadly, though, few women are part of that kind of church environment, at least 
not when the issue is sex addiction. So where can they turn for fellowship?

Twelve Step Fellowship
A Twelve Step “anonymous” group is the best choice. A healthy Twelve Step 
group is probably the closest model of how the church should function. Members 
are real with each other. They encourage and hold each other accountable. They 
invoke God’s help and seek His will on a daily basis. They are at places where 
brokenness meets grace. Some Christian leaders are suspicious of Twelve Step 
groups and fear they’re not biblically sound. Actually, the opposite is true. The 
first Twelve Step group was founded by Christian men, and their principles come 
straight from Scripture. One of the best things a helper can do is encourage an 
addict to become active in a recovery group. It’s the best place for her to get 
practical, long-term help.
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A Twelve Step fellowship offers a level playing field, which is comforting for 
a frightened addict. It’s a group of people who all have experienced power-
lessness over their sexual behavior and are seeking a different way of life. This 
common denominator of sexual sin creates an automatic cushion of acceptance. 
This environment allows the female addict to enter with relative assurance of 
being understood and accepted. Indeed, most addicts report, “I finally felt like 
I was home.”

Groups for Sex Addiction
Three primary Twelve Step groups exist for sex addiction recovery. The first is 
Sexaholics Anonymous (SA), which is most closely patterned after Alcoholics 
Anonymous. This group has the strictest sobriety definition, which prohibits 
any sexual activity, including masturbation, other than sex with a spouse. SA is 
more prevalent in the southern U.S. and on the west coast. 

The second major fellowship is Sex Addicts Anonymous, which is primarily 
active in the Midwest. SAA also holds to many of the traditions of AA, but it 
differs from Sexaholics Anonymous in that members of SAA decide their own 
sobriety definition. 

The third fellowship is Sex and Love Addicts Anonymous, which is targeted 
at relationship addicts. A benefit of SLAA is that usually a number of women 
attend the meetings. This group has an inherent flaw, however. Since members 
in SLAA also determine their own sobriety definition, it’s not unusual for a 
woman in SLAA to consider herself sober because she’s only being sexual with 
one man at a time or only with a man she really “cares about.” This definition is 
obviously outside God’s boundary for sexual activity. 

As important as it is to connect with a sex addiction recovery group, finding 
one is often difficult. Though some geographic areas have Twelve Step meet-
ings, many others do not. Ideally, you as a leader are aware of the specific groups 
in your area and can point an addict to help. When there’s not a sex addiction 
Twelve Step group available—or if a woman doesn’t feel safe because she may be 
the only woman there—the best alternative is Alcoholics Anonymous, which is 
almost universally available. The dynamics are similar for all addictions, and it’s 
absolutely crucial to have ongoing support from other addicts. No matter what 
group a female sex addict attends, it’s important that she practices strict bound-
aries. She should take care to connect only with other women and not exchange 
phone numbers or socialize with male addicts, especially outside of meetings. 
Often the best group is one for women only, especially early in recovery.

A woman should commit to attend at least six meetings before she decides a 
Twelve Step group isn’t for her. It’s an uncomfortable setting at first, and it often 
takes a while before she realizes how much she benefits from what others share.
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The Twelve Steps
Merely attending a Twelve Step support group isn’t enough. Lasting recovery 
requires actually working through the Twelve Steps. Many who are new in re-
covery fail to grasp what that means. It’s an enormous undertaking. It’s not 
enough simply to read the Steps or to think about them or talk about them with 
a therapist or recovering friend. Actually writing out the lists and inventories is 
critical. Most women find it takes at least a year to work through the Steps—
and that’s only the first time. Revisiting the Steps regularly is an ongoing part 
of recovery. Many excellent resources are available to guide a woman through 
working the Steps, which follow.

Twelve Steps of Sexaholics Anonymous*

 1.  We admitted that we were powerless over lust—that our lives had become 
unmanageable.

 2.  Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to 
sanity.

 3.  Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God as 
we understood Him.

 4.  Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.

 5.  Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact 
nature of our wrongs.

 6.  Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character.

 7. Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings.

 8.  Made a list of all persons we had harmed and became willing to make 
amends to them all.

 9.  Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when to do 
so would injure them or others.

10.  Continued to take personal inventory and when we were wrong promptly 
admitted it.

11.  Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact 
with God as we understood Him, praying only for knowledge of His will 
for us and the power to carry that out.
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12.  Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these Steps, we tried to 
carry this message to sexaholics, and to practice these principles in all our 
affairs.

* Copyright 1989 SA Literature. Reprinted with permission of SA Literature. 
Permission to reprint does not imply SA affiliation or SA’s review or endorse-
ment of this publication.

Accountability 
For most addicts, the idea of submitting to accountability is less than appealing. 
Accountability, though, is a key foundation block of a strong recovery. No one 
can be successful in this journey alone. Without some external factor, it’s too 
easy to give in to the temptation of the moment. It’s also important for a woman 
to have an accountability network, not just an accountability person. Addicts 
are great at hiding their behavior and manipulating others and can fool just one 
partner. Being part of a group is vital for long-term recovery. The most effective 
accountability comes from other addicts, especially from a sponsor in a Twelve 
Step program, not just from people who care about her. It’s also crucial that the 
woman invites people to hold her accountable, not that others (even Christian 
leaders) impose accountability on her.

The most effective accountability is practiced daily. It’s not enough for a woman 
to commit to calling her sponsor when she’s tempted to act out. At that point, 
she’ll likely to adopt an “I don’t care” attitude. Especially in the early stages of 
recovery, it’s critical to call a sponsor every day. Just a brief check-in is fine, as 
long as it’s done every day. An addict should simply report about her sobriety, 
any temptations or triggers she faces, and how she’s feeling. 

Boundaries
Boundaries are the protective hedges that safeguard an addict’s sobriety. They’re 
benevolent guards that keep her safe. Without boundaries, her best intentions 
to stay sober will fail. Operating within appropriate boundaries actually pro-
vides the freedom to enjoy a different kind of life. Because most women didn’t 
grow up with healthy boundaries, they find it difficult to set them.

The most obvious boundaries are physical ones, and the most obvious example in 
this category is avoiding sexual activity. That boundary is the bare minimum—
just a small starting point. Physical boundaries should include no contact with 
acting-out partners. Period. No phone or email contact either. A woman whose 
acting out has involved the Internet needs to establish boundaries around her 
computer use. It should be in a main room of the house and used only when 
others are at home. If she lives alone, she may have to disconnect the Internet 
totally for a while. After deleting problematic sites from her list of favorites, she 
can install a filtering program that prevents access to pornographic sites and 
ask her sponsor to review her computer’s history file randomly. In general, she 
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should review every aspect of her life. Does she need to change her wardrobe? 
Drinking habits? Where she goes for entertainment? Who she hangs out with?

Mental and emotional boundaries are also important. A female sex addict must 
“guard her heart” (Proverbs 4:23), especially if she’s in recovery from relation-
ship and romance addictions. Don’t entertain thoughts of an affair partner. Stop 
playing out the “What if?” scenarios. Avoid books or movies that may be trig-
gers. Throw away the mementos and be discriminating about music, which can 
be extremely powerful.

Counseling
Behavioral sobriety is only the beginning. Unless an addict goes deeper into 
her recovery, lasting sobriety will elude her and she’ll be at high risk for relapse. 
The journey of recovery, then, is best viewed as a dual track endeavor. One rail 
is achieving and maintaining sobriety; the parallel rail is healing from family of 
origin wounds. Resolving the traumas of abuse and abandonment and healing 
the shame they create are the ultimate tasks of recovery.

Almost always, the recovering addict needs a skilled therapist to heal fully from 
her trauma. Although a sponsor is invaluable, she rarely is equipped to address 
deep trauma issues. Most addicts need a counselor clinically trained in trauma 
resolution and recovery from sexual addiction. Someone without this expertise 
may do more harm than good.

Again, because of the relative newness of the sex addiction field, locating an 
informed counselor may be difficult. The best way is to ask other recovering 
people for recommendations. Ask doctors or mental health professionals for 
counselors trained in addiction. Contact the local drug and alcohol council for 
referrals. If a sex addiction specialist isn’t available, a counselor familiar with 
chemical addiction is better than one who doesn’t work in this area at all.

For more information on making a referral, refer to the Introduction.

Medication 
Sometimes no amount of counseling, trauma work, or any other nonbiological 
intervention is enough. For some women, medication is necessary. Clinical 
depression is one condition that usually requires prescription medication. Many 
cases of post traumatic stress disorder or anxiety attacks also benefit from drug 
therapy. Instead of numbing the emotions, as some people fear, the right medica-
tion can provide the energy and focus to do the hard work of healing. Often it’s 
possible to discontinue the antidepressant or other medication after emotional 
stability and healing is well under way.

Telling the Story
Possibly the most helpful experience in healing from trauma is simply to tell the 
story. For a trauma survivor, to be heard and validated is incredibly healing. She 
must tell the story repeatedly. Because of the enormous shame, one or two times 
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isn’t nearly enough. There are a variety of ways for an addict to “tell the story.” 
She can verbally share with safe people, of course. She can write it out in a nar-
rative or assemble a memory book of pictures at different ages and describe the 
pain of each one. She can create a collage of pictures that illustrate her feelings 
because of abuse or abandonment. One of the most loving things a leader can 
do for a female addict is to listen to her story and be with her in her pain. Each 
repetition releases part of her shame and God’s voice of truth becomes louder.

Triggers
It’s realistic to assume that the addict will experience ongoing triggers about 
her addiction history and her trauma history. A trigger is simply a reminder of 
something in the past, either negative or positive. Some triggers remind her of 
pain of some sort, whether that’s physical, emotional, or spiritual. For example, 
she sees a TV show or movie about abuse that’s similar to her own and she’s 
vividly put in touch with that vulnerable little girl who was hurt. A song may 
remind her of some romantic time, or a passing whiff of cologne floods her 
with memories of a particular person. The sight of a scantily clad person or 
some other sexual trigger activates a rush of brain chemicals and she’s over-
come with lust. It’s impossible to escape or avoid this universal happening. The 
difference recovery makes is what happens after she’s triggered. The benefit of 
recovery is that a trigger’s impact is less, it doesn’t last as long, and she’s able to 
handle it without acting out. Her boundaries protect her. Healthy relationships 
give her safe people with whom to process. Her work around trauma resolution 
allows her to identify the trigger instead of automatically falling into old ways 
of coping. 

Disclosure
As terrifying as it may be, a married female addict must disclose her acting 
out behavior to her husband. That’s a non-negotiable truth. Healing and true  
intimacy can never take place in a relationship unless there’s complete  
disclosure. It’s simply not possible without the basic foundation of honesty. A 
deep level of intimacy will never happen if one partner is harboring secrets.

As painful as it is to hear the truth, most spouses long to be dealt with honestly. 
After all, addicts have consistently lied, and sometimes the husband has felt 
crazy when she’s denied something he knows is true. He deserves to hear the 
full account at one time, not bit by bit, which prolongs the agony and further 
erodes trust. 

An addict should disclose the general categories of her acting out—for example, 
whether she’s used pornography, or masturbated compulsively, or had affairs, or 
cybersex, or one-night stands. If others have been part of the activity, she should 
disclose whether the acting out has been heterosexual or with other women. 
She needs to tell how much and how long she’s been acting out and how much 
money she’s spent. She also must tell any hidden consequences she’s suffered 
that he may not know about.
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What the addict shouldn’t disclose is the specific details about her acting 
out. It’s not helpful for her husband to know graphic information, like details 
about sexual positions or response. There’s no point in knowing that kind of 
data, and once it’s disclosed, it’s almost impossible for a husband to get it out 
of his head.

An addict’s children also need to know some basic information about their 
mother’s addiction. Breaking the cycle of dysfunction in families requires  
breaking the “no talk” rule. Children certainly don’t need any graphic information 
about the acting out, but they do need an acknowledgement of the problems in 
the family. A number of helpful resources can guide a woman in age-appropri-
ate disclosure to her children. Check with local therapists for these resources.

Children definitely need to know that a woman is getting help and that 
it’s not their responsibility to take care of her. They should hear that this 
is an adult problem and that Mom will turn to other adults for help. They  
especially need reassurance that the problems have nothing to do with them 
and aren’t their fault. 

Sharing the Message
John 4 tells an amazing story about the woman at the well who encountered 
Jesus. She probably was sexually addicted—at least her history of five husbands 
plus a sixth live—in is good indication. Jesus knew her secret sins, yet He talked 
with her and even asked for her help. They share a powerful discussion about 
worship and living water. Then equally surprising, the woman shared the news 
about her encounter with Jesus. She hurried into the nearby town and told all 
who would listen about what she had experienced. She was way ahead of any 
language about recovery, but she naturally was practicing the last of the Twelve 
Steps: “Having had a spiritual awakening as a result of these Steps, we tried to 
carry the message to all who still suffer and to practice these principles in all 
our affairs.” 

Like the woman at the well, recovering women must spread the amazing message 
about the gift of redemption from sexual abuse, sin, and addiction. Thousands of 
addicted females need to hear about the hope of recovery. They need to under-
stand their disease and the process of healing. They need to witness the trans-
formation of women once active in their addiction. The best way for a female 
addict to maintain her recovery is to give it away.

Spiritual Practices
At its core, sexual addiction is the result of a woman’s disordered relation-
ship with God. Her desperate attempts to still her longings through addictive  
partners or compulsive activity will never satisfy. God alone can fill the aching 
hole in her soul. Intimacy with Him is the goal of all of recovery. 

Step Eleven of the Twelve Steps encourages addicts to maintain “conscious 
contact with God, asking only for knowledge of God’s will and the power to 
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carry that out.” Daily prayer is one way to stay connected to God. This isn’t just 
the rote prayer of a woman’s earlier days. It’s the intentional, real cries of her 
soul. It’s talking with God as she would a friend. 

A recovering woman also is wise to have some kind of a daily quiet time. Some 
people read Scripture, especially from a Bible version that includes recovery  
material. Others use different books or Bible studies to focus their attention. 
Many find it meaningful to journal their prayers or gratitude. What’s most  
important isn’t what a woman does during her quiet time, but that she  
intentionally pauses to get present with God.

Practical Issues for Recovering Female Sex Addicts
The steps outlined above are standard for a recovering addict, whether the  
person is male or female. Unique challenges, however, exist for women who seek 
to become sexually and relationally sober.

Few Women in Recovery
Female sex addicts, no matter their age or geographic location, share a common 
belief: “I can’t believe I’ve found another woman who really understands what 
I’m going through! For years I’ve thought I was the only one. Nobody talks 
about this sexual stuff going on with women.” Although almost as many women 
struggle with sexual addiction as men, almost no one talks about it. Finding a 
supportive community of healthy women is crucial for a female’s recovery, but 
this objective presents some significant challenges. First, most female addicts are 
resistant to developing relationships with women.

“Women are the enemy!” one female addict declared. “They’re the  
competition. I don’t want to relate to other women. I have no idea how to relate 
to other women.”

Practicing intimacy and relationship skills with other women is important 
for a woman’s recovery. Same-sex friendships provide women an opportunity 
to define themselves as individuals apart from their sexuality or romantic  
involvements. Finding other women in recovery from sex addiction, though, 
is often challenging.

Male-Dominated Recovery Groups
Because fewer women seek help, Twelve Step sex addiction groups are 
predominantly male. It’s not unusual for a woman to be the only female in 
attendance at a recovery meeting. Because of her typical pull toward relation-
ships, it’s especially difficult for a woman to stay emotionally present and out 
of her disease at male-dominated meetings. After a period of solid sobriety, at-
tending mixed meetings is very helpful, because it helps the female addict see 
her male counterparts as simply other recovering people who struggle in similar 
ways. In the early stages of recovery, though, a non-professionally led mixed 
meeting may not be a good place for the female addict.
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Few Female Sponsors
Finding a female sponsor is as difficult as finding safe meetings. Many women 
must resort to a long-distance phone or email relationship. Online recovery 
meetings can help women connect, as can attending recovery conferences. In 
addition to the ones sponsored by the Twelve Step fellowships, the National As-
sociation of Christians in Recovery offers an excellent annual conference. Visit 
www.NACRonline.com for more information.

Literature Is Scarce
Another obstacle to women’s recovery from sexual addiction is the  
absence of clinical and self-help literature concerning women’s  
addiction. Most examples in the articles and books are about males’ experience.  
Women need to read about how this disease pertains to them—in  
information that uses feminine pronouns. A key resource for female sex addicts 
is No Stones: Women Redeemed From Sexual Shame by Marnie C. Ferree. This  
clinically sound book is the first Christian book written by a woman personally in  
recovery from sexual addiction. Marnie also directs Bethesda Workshops, which  
offers specific help (short-term intensive workshops) for female addicts. Visit  
www.BethesdaWorkshops.org for more information.

How Churches Can Respond to Female Sex Addicts
A hugely important task for churches is to be a safe place for hurting people. 
Churches must refuse to “shoot their wounded,” and instead, offer help and 
hope. In the body of Christ—of all places—women should be free to be real 
about their wounds and their struggles. Christ’s church should be a place where 
it’s acceptable to talk about tough issues.

Jesus rebuked the religious leaders of His day for shunning sinners. He said to 
the scribes and the Pharisees, “Those who are well don’t need a doctor, but the 
sick do need one. I didn’t come to call the righteous, but sinners” (Mark 2:17). 
The Great Physician clearly understood that those who are sick need a place of 
healing. A safe church is a place of grace, where sinners are pointed to a Savior 
who loves them and longs for their transformation. 

Churches can help women battling sexual addiction by providing specific  
resources. The church can serve as a clearinghouse of information about books, 
counselors, treatment programs, and recovering people who can be helpful to 
the female addict. The church can sponsor seminars that educate about healthy 
families and healthy sexuality, as well as about the problems of abuse and  
addiction. The church can certainly open its doors to Twelve Step or other  
recovery groups that address sexual addiction.

Hope for Women
No matter how painful her past and how sinful her behavior, it is possible for 
the sexually addicted woman to “walk in newness of life.” Through surrender, 
she can achieve sobriety. With the tools of recovery, she can maintain integrity. 
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By the power of the Great Physician, she can heal from trauma. By accepting 
responsibility and walking in faithfulness, she can re-earn trust. In honesty and 
vulnerability, she can build intimate relationships. Through grace, she can even 
come to see meaning in her suffering and sin, as she embraces opportunities to 
reach out to those women who are still struggling.

Women Married to Sexual Addicts
Female addicts aren’t the only women affected by sexual addiction. Realistically, 
Christian leaders are probably more likely to be approached by women whose 
husbands are sex addicts rather than by women personally struggling with the 
issue. These women, too, face shattered lives and dreams. They reel from the 
shock of disclosure or discovery of their spouses’ behavior. They wonder who 
they can confide in. They’re torn between disbelief and despair. How could this 
happen to my Christian husband? they think. Women married to sex addicts also 
need the help and hope of leaders who understand their pain. She also needs the 
truth—about her husband’s behavior and (surprisingly) about her own.

Three “C’s” for Wives of Sex Addicts
Beginning with alcoholism, partners of addicts came together to help each other 
navigate the difficult road of dealing with an addicted loved one. Eventually, 
these groups and clinicians recognized three truths regarding the experience of 
a co-addict. These principles are known as the “Three C’s,” and they’re extremely 
important for wives of sexually addicted men. They’re also probably difficult for 
her to believe.

Each one is in the form of a first-person statement.

“I didn’t cause it.”
The most common reaction after a wife’s shattering discovery of her husband’s 
sexual addiction is self-blame.
 •  What did I do wrong? 
 •  Why am I not enough for my husband? 
 •  I know I’ve gained weight. Am I just not attractive anymore? 
 •  I admit I wasn’t that interested in sex after working all day and dealing with 

the kids. Is that why he went outside our marriage for sex?

The sexually addicted husband may reinforce these fears. He’s probably quick 
to point out his wife’s flaws and may even overtly blame her for his behavior. “If 
you’d have sex more often I wouldn’t have to look elsewhere,” he accuses. In her 
shattered self-esteem, the wife is more vulnerable to believing this lie.

Sadly, the church sometimes echoes the addict’s blame. In one congregation, 
when it became known the minister was involved in Internet pornography, 
some of the women in the church gave his wife some provocative lingerie. The 
implication was that if she were more sexual with their pastor, he wouldn’t stray. 
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“I was humiliated and angry,” this wife said, “but deep inside, I also worried 
maybe they were right.”

She could be the most beautiful, alluring woman in the world, and still her 
husband would have fallen into sexual sin. As any addict in recovery will admit, 
no one is “enough” to curb addictive sexual behavior. 

“I can’t control it.”
The second truth important for a sex addict’s wife is the realization, “I can’t 
control my husband’s addiction.” This mind-set probably runs counter to her 
immediate response. She naturally wants to control her husband’s addiction, 
and she can think of a hundred ways to try. First, she may punish him by  
being hateful or curtailing his spending or threatening to throw his clothes into 
the backyard. Or maybe she takes the opposite approach and thinks that if she 
rewards him, especially by being more sexual with him, he’ll not be as tempted 
to act out. Maybe she tries to take better care of herself or the house, hoping 
that will please him. In an endless number of ways she may try to manipulate 
him to “straighten up and fly right.” The truth is that a sex addict’s wife is totally 
powerless to control her husband’s behavior. In fact, most of her attempts only 
make matters worse instead of better and ensnare the wife in her own forms of 
unhealthy behavior. She is powerless over her husband’s sexual addiction. This 
admission is the first step of the Twelve Steps of a co-addict: “We admitted 
we were powerless over someone else’s sexual addiction and that our lives had 
become unmanageable.”

“I can’t cure it.”
A similar principle is the admission, “I can’t cure it,” which takes powerlessness 
one step further. It’s easier to admit a lack of control than to admit an inability 
to solve the problem, especially one as serious as sexual addiction. “OK, I get 
that it’s not my fault and that I can’t control him, but surely I can fix him,” is a 
typically spouse’s cry. This desire is legitimate, but again, her approach is usually 
wrong. Often a wife’s “cure” is something like encouraging her husband to move 
or get a different job. Maybe she buys him self-help books and lectures him 
about the information they contain. The reality is that none of these approaches 
deals with the deeper issues that underlie the sexually inappropriate behavior. 
They’re like putting bandages on a gushing wound.

Healthy Choices for Wives of Sex Addicts
So, what can a wife do when she discovers her husband is sexually addicted? 
How does she respond in a healthy way? The answer is one that’s difficult for 
wives to accept—and critical for Christian leaders to understand. A failure to 
grasp the following points is the mistake made most frequently by well-intended 
helpers. The consequences, though, are extremely serious. 

Returning to the wisdom of alcoholism treatment, professionals initially 
thought the alcoholic was the only one in need of recovery. At first glance, it 
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seems logical. After all, what the addict does is so awful, he surely is the “sick” 
one. Experience, however, showed that spouses of alcoholics also need healing 
for their own issues and behavior. Addiction is truly a family disease.

The spouse of a sex addict has her own issues. Again, think of an alcoholic  
family. Frequently, the alcoholic’s spouse either enables the drinking by making 
excuses for the behavior, or else the spouse ignores the problem, even to the 
point of denying anything is wrong. A similar dynamic is present in sexual 
addiction.

Like all of us, addicts’ wives have learned to cope in a variety of ways, and many 
of these are quite unhealthy. Almost all co-addicts grapple with codependency. 
While this is a very broad term which is often over-used, some typical 
characteristics of codependency exist.

Most of those who are codependent struggle with unhealthy relationships and 
live unbalanced lives. They have difficulty identifying feelings. They tend to lose 
themselves in relationships and usually put others’ welfare before their own. 
Codependents suffer from low self-esteem and believe they never quite mea-
sure up. Their self-worth comes from the validation of others. They compromise 
their own values and integrity to avoid conflict or rejection. They attempt to  
influence and control others’ thoughts, feelings, and actions. Codependents, like 
addicts themselves, believe sex or a relationship is equal to love. They often will 
use sex to gain approval or acceptance or to keep a relationship.

In essence, codependents are as unhealthy as addicts, they just appear quite 
different. The truth is that addicts and co-addicts are two sides of the same 
diseased coin. 

Co-Addictive Behavior
Spouses of sex addicts engage in a variety of behaviors that comprise their 
own version of “acting out,” though it’s socially and religiously acceptable. 
These behaviors are mood-altering, just as an addict’s behaviors alter her 
mood. They ease the wife’s anxiety or emotional pain, at least temporarily. 
These actions also are attempts to change or control the addict, but they fail 
to get the desired result. Instead, they only serve to add depth to the addictive 
system in the relationship.

One of the most common behaviors is “search and seizure.” The wife looks for 
evidence of her husband’s acting out-in his wallet, car, clothing, office, phone 
records, anywhere. She monitors or spies on him. Based on the information 
discovered, the wife reacts. Some explode in anger. They accuse and blame and 
threaten. Others act out by becoming hyper-sexual in an attempt to entice the 
addicts to stay at home. Still other wives become emotionally distant and shut 
down, preferring to ignore their husbands’ behavior. Another group engages in 
their own addictions, either chemical or behavioral.
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The behaviors may be different, but the result is the same: no healthy changes 
happen in the relationship.

Wives’ Own Woundedness
Often a sex addict’s wife has her own experiences of abandonment or abuse. 
Maybe she carries secrets about childhood sexual abuse or other trauma. 
One of the saddest aspects of addiction is its power to affect generation af-
ter generation. Many addicts’ wives grew up with a parent who struggled with 
some kind of an addiction, so this unhealthy environment feels unconsciously 
familiar. “My dad was an alcoholic, and I promised myself I’d never marry a man 
like him,” many wives say. “And I didn’t—I married a man who was a sex addict 
and workaholic, instead.” That experience is all too common. It’s crucial that a  
co-addict gains self-understanding about how her experiences have shaped her 
choices, including her selection of a marriage partner. She needs to break the 
patterns of dysfunction that likely run in her family. 

Wives’ Own Recovery
The reality of a spouse’s own issues emphasizes the importance of her taking 
own recovery journey, whether or not the addict is willing to get well. With-
out working on her own issues, a wife is at high risk to enter a relationship 
with another addict if she divorces her addicted husband. It’s another example 
of the multi-generational pattern of addiction, only this time applied to the  
codependency side of the diseased coin. Women who doubt that prediction 
might benefit from exploring their own relationship history. In all likelihood, 
their romantic partners had some kind of significant problem. Trading one ad-
dicted partner for another is certainly no improvement.

Even if the marriage remains intact, the coupleship will never be truly intimate 
unless both spouses take their own journeys. It takes two healthy people to 
create a healthy relationship. If the wife doesn’t get help for her codependency, 
which is her own version of an intimacy disorder, the marriage won’t be the 
wonderful union God intended.

Encouragement for the Christian Leader
To be a Christian leader of believing women is an awesome responsibility and 
a wonderful blessing. Those called to this undertaking have a duty to offer  
informed counsel to those seeking help. A leader’s commission is to be Christ’s 
hands in giving comfort and his voice in providing direction. A leader’s  
blessing is to see the Healer at work in hearts and lives where there once was 
no hope. And in the process, to deeper her own walk with the Comforter  
and Counselor.
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Resources
No Stones: Women Redeemed From Sexual Shame, Marnie C. Feree (ISBN: 1-591600-16-2) 
available through the Bethesda Workshops ministry online at www.BethesdaWorkshops.org 
or call toll-free 866-464-HEAL.

National Association of Christians in Recovery (NACR): 
www.NACRonline.com

Bethesda Workshops: www.BethesdaWorkshops.org

Sexaholics Anonymous (SA): www.sa.org

Sex Addicts Anonymous (SAA): www.sexaa.org

Sex and Love Addicts Anonymous (SLAA): www.slaafws.org

Codependents of Sex Addicts (COSA): www.cosa-recovery.org

Overcomers Outreach, Christian group for any addiction: 
www.overcomersoutreach.org

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA): www.alcoholics-anonymous.org
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